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Fig. 2. Isolation versus frequency for passband VSWR = 1.05, fCO= 3.3 GHz,

the resistances of the diodes when forward biased (or at high power) for case

I and case II, are 2.47 and 1.0 Q respectively.

each and one series inductance of 1.9 nH, realized by a short

coaxial high-impedance line length.

At forward bias or at high power level, the capacitances Cl and

C3 will be replaced by the resistances of the diodes. Let us assume

that the resistance of each diode is 2.470. The isolation of the

switch/limiter is crdculated using ~ BCD matrices [4] and is giv-

en by

al = 10log [451 .26+ 2902~2 ] dB (1)

where ~ is the frequency in GHz.

al is plotted against frequency as shown in Fig. z

Case II: Inductance as the First Element (Fig. 2)

For the same specifications as in case I, the low-pass filter

elements values are gl = 0.6181, gz =1.2026, g~ =1.4130, g4 =

1.2026, and g~ = 0.6181. Therefore,

L1=L5=~=l.49nH

gz
—=1.16pFC2 = C4 = znfco~o

L = g3zo
3 —=3.4nH.

2 ?rfco

Therefore, the required switch/limiter with passband VSWR of

1.05 will consist of two diodes with capacitances of 1.16 pF each

and three series inductances (1.49 nH at the input, 3.4 nH in

between the diodes, and 1.49 nH at the output) realized by short

coaxial high-impedance line lengths.

At forward bias or high power level, the capacitances C2 and

Cl are replaced by diode resistances. In order to compare the

merits of the circuits in cases I and II, we have to take p-i-n

diodes of the same cutoff frequency jC. Assuming the same value

for reverse- and forward-biased series resistances, we have ~C=

l/2 TClRl =1/29rC2R2. Therefore, R2 = (C1/C2)Rl =1.0 ~.

Where RI ( = 2.47 Q) and R z are the forward-biased series

resistances of each diode in case I and case II, respectively. The

isolation a2 is calculated using A BCD matrices and is given by

a2 =lOlog [(51 –205.75j2)2+39.5~ 2(91 .44- 2.98~2)2] dB

(2)

where f is the frequency in GHz.

a2 is plotted against frequency as shown in Fig. 2.

III. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

It is seen from Fig. 2 that the isolation is always greater (20 dB,

approximately) in case II compared to case I, though the pass-

band characteristic (with zero- or reverse-biased diode in the case

of the switch and at low power level in the case of the limiter) is

the same for both the cases. Therefore, a switch/limiter design

based on the low-pass filter structure with series inductance as

the first element will always offer higher isolation at the same

time with low insertion loss.
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On the Possible Use of Microwave-Active Imaging

for Remote Thermal Sensing

J. C. BOLOMEY, L. JOFRE, AND G. PERONNET

Abstract — Recent results have demonstrated the feasibility of

quasi-real-time, active as well as harmless microwave imaging for biomedi-

cal purposes. Such a pkreess allows tomographic reconstructions based on

differences in the complex permittivity of tissues, the temperature depen-

dence of which can be used for remote thermaf sensing. A basic experiment

conducted in water at 3-GH2 yielded information on spatial resolution and

temperature sensitivity. Discussion is devoted to potentiaf capabilities and

limitations of this remote-sensing approach in more complicated situations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Difficulties of remote temperature sensing seriously limit the

efficiency of heating processes involving, for example, micro-

waves. This limitation is particularly significant in biomedical

hyperthermia. The most common procedure consists of measur-

ing the temperature inside the region of interest by means of a

more-or-less interfering sensor (by thermocouples or thermistors)

[1]. In addition, such an invasive procedure ordy allows measure-

ments at a finite number of points.

More recently, microwave thermography [2]–[4] has been suc-

cessfully used to control hyperthermia in the clinic. This ap-

proach is strictly non-invasive but it suffers, at least until now,

from two main limitations, First, only superficial temperatures

are measured, and their translation in terms of subcutaneous

temperature gradients is not an easy task [5], [6]. The difficulty

mainly results from the largely uncontrolled extent of the domain

under investigation. Some recent advances in the technique of

correlative thermography tend to reduce this difficulty [7]. Sec-

ond, due to its passive aspect (endogenous emissions), microwave

thermography has poor sensitivity. Consequently, the rate of

measurements is approximately one point per second. This low

sampling rate is incompatible with efficient real-time imaging,

even when multiple-probe arrays are used. Nevertheless, micro-

wave thermography does present an advantage; it can provide

calibrated temperatures with a resolution of a few tenths-of-a-

Celsius degree.

Some recent experiments have demonstrated the feasibility of

active microwave imaging of biomedical media [8]–[11]. Low

irradiance levels, less than 1 mW/cm2, guarantee safe exposures.

Furthermore, actual technologies allow quasi-real-time acquisi-

tion of data as well as numerical reconstructions. The images

obtained by active microwave imaging tomographic projections

are directly related to the local complex permittivity of the

observed tissues. This complex permittivity is temperature depen-

dent [12] in such a way that the images can be interpreted, from a

more or less straightforward manner in terms of temperature

differentials. This paper is devoted to the discussion of this

particular use of active microwave imaging. In the first part, one

establishes what can be seen in such images in terms of their

implicit temperature content. In the second part, one describes an

experiment conducted in water at 3 GHz. This experiment il-

lustrates temperature sensitivity as well as the spatial resolution,

and demonstrates the feasibility of remote temperature sensing.

The term” sensing” indicates that the images need some interpre-

tation in order to yield temperature measurements. Finally, the

last part is devoted to a discussion of the limitations of the

imaging process.

II. MJCROWAVE TOMOGRAPHY PROCESSES

Until now, active microwave tomography has been developed

in two main ways. The first approach is closely related to X-ray

scanning and is based on a linear-path assumption of the rays

between emitter and receiver. This transmission tomography (Fig.

1) provides measures of complex permittivity of tissues, which is

akin to the use of X-rays to provide measures of density of

tissues. Practically, the accuracy of the above-mentioned tech-

nique is improved by use of frequency-modulated equipments

which allow selection of the most direct path between emitter and

receiver.

The second approach, diffraction tomography, is more closely

related to optical techniques. Conceptually, this kind of tomogra-

phy could be achieved by means of a focusing system char-
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Fig. 1. TWical experimental arrangement for transmission tomography (See

[8]). Emitting and receiving antennas are moved simultaneously. Projections

are recorded for several aspect angles of the object under test.
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Fig. 2. Typical experimental arrangement for diffraction tomography (See

[7]), Holograms are recorded by moving the receiving antenna. The process is

iterated for several aspect angles of the object nnder test,

acterized by small field depth in such a way that the object is

imaged, slice by slice. From a practical point of view, this task is

better done by numerical processing of recorded holograms (Fig.

2). The result is the reconstruction of the equivalent currents,

which are nothing more than the equivalent sources from which

the object is viewed. At a point P, the equivalent current J(P)

depends not only on the local complex permittivity CC(P) but

also on the total field E,(P) at that point

J(P)= jco[eC(P)-{]E,(P)

where i is the angular frequency and @is the permittivity of the

reference medium, that surrounds the object under investigation.

The total field is the superposition of the incident field E, ( P)—the

field that would exist in the absence of object and that is assumed

to be knom—and of the field ES(P) scattered by the

object which results from the radiation of the equivalent sources

[13]

E,(P) =E, (p)+ Es(P)

where ~ 2 = — u2<p is the propagation constant in the reference

medium and S2 the domain occupied by the object. It appears that

the previous equation provides the totaf field at any locus so far

as .J is known. The simultaneous knowledge of.7 and Et allows

one to determine the local permittivity constant 6=(P). For

near-homogeneous media, according to Born’s approximation,

the scatterered field can be neglected in the calculation of the

equivalent currents in such a way that local permittivity can be

directly derived from the equivalent current.

Microwave images realized by transmission or diffraction

tomography can be closely related to local complex permittivity.

Coming back to the considered problem, it is now worth noting

that the complex permittivity is temperature dependent and is

dependent as well on other physical factors (e.g., pressure and

humidity). Such dependencies have been used in the past in

various local sensing devices in the microwave and ultrasonic
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Schematic view of the 3-GH2 experimental setup.

question we address is to determine how the

implicit temper~ture content of microwave images can be

extracted in the stead of remote thermal sensing.

III. A BASIC EXPERIMENT

Fig. 3 illustrates a simple two-dimensional problem. The body

under investigation is a thin plastic tube filled with water at

temperature T immersed in a water tank at temperature To. The

tube’s diameter is 2 cm, its thickness 0.2 mm. The use of a water

medium was didacted by its similarities to tissues such as muscle

with respect to their dielectric properties.

The measurement setup has been described in detail elsewhere

[9]. Quasi-plane-wave illumination is produced by a horn applica-

tor. The field probing over a line is achieved by means of the

modulated scattering technique. An array of 32 diode-loaded

dipoles is located in the aperture of a collecting horn. Modulation

of the diodes in succession results in a signal at the output of this

horn. The obtained signal is proportional to the field at the

different dipole locations. The distance between two dipoles is

one-half a wavelength in water (i.e., 6 mm at 3 GHz). By such a

technique, measurement rates as high as 1000 points per second

have been obtained. The distance between the applicator and the

collector is 13 cm.

“”A numerical process based on a spectral domain approach [14]

allows cross-sectional reconstruction of the media lying between

the applicator and the probing line. Combining the measurements

obtained by rotating the object under investigation has proved to

provide a spatial resolution of approximately one-half a wave-

length (in water). In the case of a circular tube, such a combina-

tion can be simulated from a single measurement because of its

symmetry.

The experiment simply consisted of imaging the medium be-

tween the applicator and the collecting horn as the temperature T

of water in the tube was changed. The water in the tank was fixed

at To = 25°C, and T was increased from 25 to 45”C. In order to

improve the dynamic range, difference images have been dis-

played, with reference to the T= 25°C case (Fig. 4). This is the

reason why the corresponding image presents a black back-

ground. The images are relative to the modulus of the equivalent

currents. They exhibit bright spots, the position of which corre-

spond to the tube’s location. The brightness variations of the spot

are approximately linear with increasing temperature (Fig. 5).

Such a dependence has been checked “by measuring permittivity

changes of the real and imaginary parts of the complex permittiv-

ity of water (Fig. 6) and by calculating the corresponding varia-

tions of the equivalent current under Born’s approximation.

Observed and predicted results agree quite well.

In this simple experiment, active microwave imaging provided

a non-invasive mean for calibrated temperature change measure-

ment with a spatial resolution of 6 mm through a thickness as

large as a tenth of a centimeter. The temperature resolution is less

than 1°C. This success results from the simplicity of the consid-

ered configuration. The next section is devoted to the applicabil-

ity of this technique to more realistic situations.

IV. DISCUSSION

For an arbitrary configuration, the interpretation of a microw-

ave image in terms of temperature will be more difficult. First,

the temperature sensitivity of the permittivity changes is in-

timately related to the molecular structure of the materials. It

changes from one material to another. Even in a given material,

sensitivity will change with frequency. Second, the limited spatial

resolution introduces some integration of local permittivity gradi-

ents.

For these reasons, a complete remote-temperature-sensing test

must consider:

1)

2)

3)

recognition of the different constituents of the region

under interest (such a recognition could be achieved from

a priori anatomical knowledge and/or from X-ray scan-

Iiing) ;

determination of the permittivity temperature dependence

of the constituents (such a determination could result from

systematic in vivo measurements and possible deviations

from one patient to another must be taken into account);

and

reconstruction of “difference” images during the imaging

process, and correlative translation in terms of temperature

with possible checks on local absolute values taken through

classical means in the tested area.

If such a complete temperature testing is difficult to conceive

in the contemporary biomedical domain, it might be realized in

the near future if successful efforts are made with respect to point

2. Actually, only limited results are available for the temperature

sensitivity of the permittivity of living tissues. But measurements

made on exeised tissues, fat or muscle, have already shown

relative sensitivities of the same order as those for water [15]. In

any event, this testing could be used in the domain of industrial

application where materials are easier to characterize.

In spite of these difficulties, the suggested remote-tempera-

ture-sensing procedure presents some interesting features that

result from:

1)

2)

3)

the possibility of quasi-real time imaging of large areas

with reasonable spatial resolution;

a total by harmlessness and non-invasive test that is com-

patible with continuous monitoring and

a relative ease in handling and integration of heating

electrodes and applicators (indeed, - three-dimensional

probing could be achieved by means of cross-linear arrays

that minimize the number and spatial extent of the probes

[16], [17] and such an array will be described in another

paper).

These advantages make that active microwave imaging should

compete significantly with other approaches to non-invasive ther-
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Fig 4. Tomogra@rc views of the medium lying between applicator and

collector for drfferent temperature T

T “c
Fig. 5. Sensitivity of the spot brightness as a function of temperature T.

mometry such as thermography, ultrasonic echotomography [18],

[l%, and X-ray tomodensitometry [20].
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On the Transient Analysis of Circuits Containing

Multiple Diodes

P. A. BLAKEY AND R. K. FROELICH

Abstract —Multiple-diode circuits are increasingly being used for power

combining at microwave frequencies. This paper presents a method for the

transient anafysis of such circuits. The method exploits the cold-capaci-

tance-particle-current decomposition of semiconductor diodes and is

simpler, more efficient, and more accurate than previously proposed ap-

proaches to the problem.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hiraoka [1] recently considered the problem of transient analy-

sis of multiple nonequivalent transit-time diodes embedded in a

circuit. This is a problem of considerable practical importance,

especially in the area of power combining. The method demon-

strated by Hiraoka combines the finite-difference equations asso-

ciated with time-domain device simulation, together with the

circuit equations, into a single matrix equation for the whole

system. The implementation is inherently implicit and requires

the inversion of a large matrix at each time step. The coefficients
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Flg 1. The diode-circuit partitioning. (a) Before the capacitance-particle-

current decomposition, (b) After the capacltarrce- particle-current decom-

poslt,on. {Ip(t)= (l/w) (~[Je(x, t)+Ih(x,t)]dx}.

of the matrix to be inverted are time dependent and must be

evaluated at each time step. Repeated inversion of a large matrix

makes the method extremely expensive. The cost also increases

much faster than linearly with the number of devices considered.

The purpose of this note is to present an alternative procedure

which is simpler, more efficient, at least as accurate, and for

which the cost increases only linearly with the number of devices

considered.

II. ALTERNATIVE METHODS

Most previous work has partitioned the system into a linear

(circuit) part and a nonlinear (diode) part as in Fig. l(a). The

circuit part is treated using the well-established methods of linear

system theory, and the diode part is treated using time-domain

simulation. The time-domain simulation can be implicit or ex-

plicit. Different methods of linear system theory lead to different

implementations. EVZUXSand Scharfetter [2] used an impulse

response/convolution integral approach with the convolution

implemented using an FFT. Brazil and Scanlan [3] used state-

space methods. Efficient procedures for handling mixed lumped-

distributed circuits were developed by Mains et al. [4]. Care must

be taken with the interfacing. An iterative procedure, involving at

least two diode solutions, is generally adopted to obtain reason-

able self-consistency between diode and circuit current and volt-

age. Avoidance of this iteration is a major motivation of Hiraoka’s

approach.

Blakey et al. [5] used the same device-circuit partitioning with

an explicit diode/circuit interaction. This method is efficient but

not very generrd; the circuit element next to the diode has to be

an inductance, and for small enough values of inductance the

accuracy of the method can be unacceptably low.

III. AN ACGURATE AND EFFICIENT EXPLICIT METHOD

The authors’ present method involves a modification of the ,

diode/circuit partitioning. The cold-capacitance–particle-current

generator decomposition (see Appendix I) is performed for the
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